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Introduction 
This paper describes the search, discovery and 

inspection of a World War II (WW II)-era Japanese 
midget submarine discovered in waters off Pearl 
Harbor, Hawaii. This discovery was made on August 
28, 2002, by the Pisces IV and Pisces V, two deep-div- 
ing submersibles operated by personnel from the 
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory (HURL), one of 
six research centers comprising the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) National 
Undersea Research Program (NURP). This Japanese 
midget submarine was the first vessel sunk in the 
attack on Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941, and it is evi- 
dence of the first shot of the war in the Pacific. The 
sunken midget sub was located during the last of a 
series of test and training dives conducted annually in 
the military debris fields off Pearl Harbor. This midget 
submarine find has been described as the most signifi- 
cant modern marine archeological find ever in the 
Pacific, second only to the finding of the Titanic in the 
Atlantic. 

The Japanese midget submarine was one of five 
attached to five I-class mother submarines and 
launched in the predawn hours before the aerial attack, 
within a few miles of Pearl Harbor. These midget sub- 
marines had orders to infiltrate the Pearl Harbor Naval 
Base and sink capital ships once the air raid began. 
Each submarine carried a crew of two. The submarines 
were battery powered, 24 m long, 2 m diameter and 
displaced nearly 42,000 kg submerged. They carried 
two torpedoes and a scuttling charge to avoid capture. 
Although experimental in design, they were very 
advanced for their time. For short periods, they could 
run at 10 m / s  (20 kts). All five of the submarines com- 
prising the advanced attack force were sunk or cap- 
tured. The type A midget submarines had a series of 
basic design problems including trim and ballast con- 
trol as well as battery life and battery monitoring. The 
Japanese midget submarines, although believed at the 

time to be a potent secret weapon, in actual fact, were 
never highly effective. So far, four of the five original 
midget submarines attacking Pearl Harbor have been 
found. 

The discovery of the midget submarine confirms 
the account radioed to naval command at Pearl Harbor 
at 6:45 am on December 7, 1941. A Japanese submarine 
was shot through the conning tower and then depth 
charged trying to enter Pearl Harbor behind a cargo 
ship. There were standing U.S. orders to attack any sub- 
marine, inside a defensive sea area, that was not sur- 
faced and escorted by a U.S. Naval vessel. The crew of 
the attacking USS Ward, an older style four-stack 
destroyer, fired the fatal shot from its four-inch side 
gun. Unfortunately, the Naval command in Pearl 
Harbor ignored the Ward's report and the aerial attack 
began at 8 a.m. At the Pearl Harbor investigation, some 
question was made of the accuracy of the Ward's report. 
The Ward itself was sunk by a kamikaze strike, ironi- 
cally on December 7, 1944, exactly three years after the 
Pearl Harbor attack. 

Search for the Midget Submarine 
Numerous searches have been undertaken ever 

since the submarine was reported sunk. The most 
recent of these involved HURL, which conducted 
towed side scan sonar surveys of the debris fields off 
Pearl Harbor in March 2002. This was also a test of a 
system for fish habitat surveys. This system could be 
tested most efficiently by comparing known targets 
located by the Pisces research submersibles to images 
mapped by the side scan sonar fish. It was during one 
of these towfish passes that a very promising target 
was noted. This target would be identified as part of 
the HURL test and training dives scheduled in August 
2002 prior to the start of the science season. The dual 
submersible test dives would serve to define the oper- 
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Figure 1. The Hazoaii Undersea Research Laboratory's 
submersible PISCES V at the moment of discovery of the 
type A Japanese midget submarine which was sunk off the 
mouth of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. 

Figure 2. The Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory's 
Submersible PISCES IV beside the propellers of the 
Japanese midget submarine. 

ational parameters  of any future  two-submersible  
dives and also offer an oppor tuni ty  to conduct  tracking 
exercises to test the ability of one submersible to locate 
the other in the event  of an emergency. 

At the end of World War II, obsolete war  materiel 
was d u m p e d  in 300-1,000 m of water  several miles off 
Pearl Harbor. These have included landing craft, tanks, 
old aircraft, trucks, barges, small ships and fuel tanks. 
There are approximately  1,000 significant sonar targets 
in the area. Sorting through these various targets to 
identify the most  promising to inspect as a submersible 
pilot training exercise has been a formidable task over 
many  years. The Japanese midget  submarine,  a l though 
giving a very  clear return on the side scan survey, was 
interspersed with other debris on the bot tom compli- 
cating the search efforts. 

Environmental Conditions at the Site 
Hawaiian surface currents are very  complex. These 

are the result of large-scale ocean currents, coastal tidal 
currents, wind currents and waves,  and the coastal 
topography. Although the flow of the large North  
Pacific Equatorial Current  is generally westward,  it is 
altered by the local topography  and has less of a west- 
ward drift  dur ing the winter. The generalized surface 
circulation outside of Pearl Harbor  where the Japanese 
submarine was shot and sunk varies with the tidal 
cycle. The water  moves  slightly shoreward dur ing 
flood tide while the ebb circulation moves  eastward 
under  general trade wind conditions. The tidal current 
speed varies greatly and can be over  one knot. This 
area is in the lee of the trade winds,  so there are mini- 
mal trade wind effects. The bot tom currents are west- 
ward but  the magni tude  and variability are unknown.  

According to reports  dur ing  the morning  of 
December 7, 1941, the sunrise was spectacular and 
sailors were admiring the heavens when someone first 

spotted the broaching conning tower of a submarine. The 
seas were quite rough at nearby locations. For example, 
approximately several miles southwest of Barbers Point, 
even at 25 m depths, one of the 'T '  class mother sub- 
marines was rolling in place. It must have been particu- 
larly difficult for the 24 m long midget submarines to 
maintain depth control under  those conditions. This may 
explain why the conning tower was exposed. 

Pisces IV and Pisces V Submersible Dives 
The first t ime both HURL submersibles dove  

together was on August  24, 2002. The purpose  of those 
dives was to allow the R/V Kaimikai-o-Kanaloa ship- 
board tracking team to become familiar with tracking 
and communicat ing with two targets. The Pisces IV 
successfully located the Pisces V with the pinger  
receiver system as part  of the tracking rescue exercise. 
The subs then conducted a search for the pr imary  tar- 
get identified in the March 2002 side scan survey. The 
submersibles conducted an extensive search in the area 
of the pr ime contact trying to determine the geograph- 
ical error of the mapping information. After crisscross- 
ing the area using a large area small-scale chart, the sub- 
mersibles moved  to the west where they discovered the 
wreckage of an unknown 55 m patrol ship. The sub- 
mersibles conducted a survey of the ship before leaving 
the bottom. A search of the area did not produce a tar- 
get that could be identified as the pr imary target. 

The submersibles conducted Dive #2 on August  
26. The pr imary  mission was to conduct  a tracking 
exercise with the Pisces V locating the Pisces IV. The 
submersibles would  then split up, and each one would  
locate and identify two targets. This would  allow the 
surface tracking team the exercise of tracking and com- 
municat ing with two subs running in different direc- 
tions. This exercise would  establish parameters  for dis- 
tance limits for main ta in ing  safe control  of two 
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submersibles operating in different areas. However, 
the Pisces V had a battery box alarm as soon as it 
reached the bottom and had to abort the dive. The 
Pisces IV continued the mission and identified three of 
the four targets to add more information to the area 
survey and verify bottom mapping information. 

The third training exercise, Dive #3, on August 28 
would have an additional passenger in the Pisces IV. A 
representative from the NURP office would ride in 
Pisces IV to observe the safety exercise with the sub- 
mersibles. For the exercise, Pisces IV would remain sta- 
tionary on the bottom and Pisces V would attempt to 
locate it and cut a line tied across the front of Pisces IV's 
collecting basket. The submersibles would then 
attempt to once again locate and identify the primary 
target. If it wasn't the midget sub, the exercise would 
be to proceed north to locate and identify target #4. 
The subs were unable to split up because of communi- 
cations problems with Pisces V. The submersibles 
would be searching the area using a large-scale small 
area chart so they could better locate the target and 
determine the geographic error of the mapping infor- 
mation. The primary target was located after noon. It 
was the Japanese midget submarine. 

The Discovery 
The first thing to come into view for the Pisces V's 

crew was the bow of the Japanese midget submarine 
with the two torpedoes still in place. This was initial 
evidence that the submarine could be the one sunk by 
the USS Ward. The crews of both submersibles noted 
that the submarine was intact and in seemingly good 
condition. The submarine is upright with a slight port 
list and is facing to the east. It shows no sign of impact 
damage with the bottom or depth charge damage to 
the hull. The submersibles positioned themselves to 
conduct a detailed visual inspection and coordinated 
video survey of the midget sub. 

Condition of Submarine 
The following paragraphs document the condition 

of the submarine. The bow section of the midget sub- 
marine shows the two torpedoes still in place. The port 
side of the conning tower appears undamaged from 
the action with the USS Ward. Marine growth and rust 
deposits cover much of the conning tower. There is one 
elongated hole, which appears to be the step in the sail 
for accessing the hatch in the conning tower. There is a 
small grouping of holes at the lower mid-section of the 
port side which may be rust holes, but there does not 
appear to be any advanced rust corrosion as there is on 
a midget submarine conning tower that HURL discov- 
ered in September 2000. 

Eyewitness accounts from the USS Ward reported 
that the first shot from the bow gun passed over the top 
of the conning tower and splashed on the other side. 
The after-deck gun made a solid hit at the base of the 
conning tower on the starboard side. The Pisces V crew 
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Figure 3. The starboard side of the Japanese midget sub- 
marine showing the shell hole from the four inch side gun 
of the USS Ward. The shell impacted at the point where 
the conning tower joins the pressure hull of the subma- 
rine. The shell did not explode but merely penetrated the 
pressure hull. 

Figure 4. The bow of the midget submarine showing tile 
two torpedoes still in tact, unfired with the torpedo tube 
covers still in place. In front of the torpedo tubes is a fig- 
ure eight torpedo guard which also served as a line cutter. 

verified that the shot did not pass through the conning 
tower. Eyewitness accounts report that they did not see 
any explosion from the shot that hit the starboard side 
of the conning tower. There does not appear to be any 
distortion in the hull or conning tower that would be 
caused by a detonation of the shot that entered the star- 
board side. The small grouping of holes around the 
elongated hole appears to have been caused by some- 
thing entering from the port side. A closer inspection 
will have to be made to determine if these are puncture 
holes or rust holes. 

The periscope is in the up position and is fouled 
with lines. The line streaming off the top of the 
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Figure 5. The stern 
assembly showing 
the two counter- 
rotating propellers. 
It appears that the 
stern dive planes 
are in the up 
position. 

periscope made a handy current indicator or "wind 
sock" for the survey flights along the hull with the 
Pisces subs. The rope-guard rails around the access 
hatch at the top of the sail are intact and undistorted. 
The forward tensioning pulley is in place, but the for- 
ward and after rope guards are down. A closer exami- 
nation of the digital image of the top of the periscope 
looks as though it was directed to the port quarter of 
the submarine. The lines fouled around the top of the 
periscope make it difficult to see. 

There is a sandy berm built up against the star- 
board side of the hull at the conning tower. This 
enabled the Pisces IV to get close enough to give the 
crew a level view at the base of the conning tower. 
Eyewitness accounts from the Ward stated that they 
saw the second shot from the #3 deck gun hit the sub- 
marine at the base of the conning tower. The crew of 
the Pisces IV discovered a hole at the base of the con- 
ning tower exactly where the Ward's crew claimed it 
would be located. 

The Pisces IV and Pisces V maintained position on 
both sides of the conning tower during the initial sur- 
vey. There was no light detected coming through the 
conning tower at any time. The conning tower on both 
sides of the submarine appears to have escaped the 
ravages of advanced corrosion. Most other vehicles, 
landing craft, and aircraft discovered in the defensive 
sea area are in advanced stages of decomposition. The 
starboard side of the conning tower is covered with 
marine growth and what appear to be ridges of bio- 
fouling. There is some of this growth around the hole 

at the base of the conning tower. 
Initially it appeared as though the metal had been 

blown out from the port side of the conning tower. A 
closer examination of this extruded lip around the hole 
shows that it is most likely marine growth. The Pisces 
IV was able to obtain a close-up image of the hole in 
the starboard side of the conning tower. This is a clean 
round hole caused by a projectile that entered from the 
starboard side. The edge of the hole with torn metal is 
visible inside the ridge of marine growth. Closer 
inspection of the hole shows that a projectile may have 
entered the conning tower between the access trunk 
and the periscope assembly. From the height that the 
shell was fired, it is most likely that the projectile went 
through the base of the conning tower and pressure 
hull and into the command compartment at the posi- 
tion of the periscope station. 

Eyewitness accounts reported that they did not see 
the shell detonate. There is no distortion in the hull on 
the port or starboard side that would indicate that the 
shell exploded when it entered the submarine. If the 
shell passed through the hull, it would have passed 
through the lower port side. There is no hole evident 
on the lower port side of the hull, but there is a sandy 
berm built up on the port side of the hull aft of the con- 
ning tower that could be covering a hole. A closer 
inspection of the lower port side of the hull should be 
made to see if there is any sign of an exit hole. It may 
be possible that the shell did not detonate but splin- 
tered when it entered the starboard side of the conning 
tower and is still inside the submarine. 
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There is little bottom growth on the hull, and the 
currents have scoured a depression under  the bow back 
to the conning tower. The bow section is unsuppor ted  
which indicates that the seam where the bow is joined to 
the mid-section is still sound. There is a depression 
under  the bow scoured by the current. The submarine is 
facing eastward in an ahnost true east-west orientation. 
The predominant  current is out of the east. There is no 
wash boarding on the hull from depth-charge damage. 

At first it was assumed that the sand moves  in and 
out and helps to suppor t  the weight  of the bow. It was 
later observed that a sponge (Regadella sp.) was grow- 
ing under  the starboard side hull about  4 m back from 
the bow. If the sand moved  in and out, this sponge 
would not be there, indicating that the depression 
under  the bow and stern has been there for some time. 
This is further testament that the joint between the bow 
section and mid section is solid. 

The submarine is in a slight bow-up  position. The 
area at the bow is 1.5 m higher than the stern. Two 6 m 
long torpedoes were contained in the tubes in this sec- 
tion. The torpedoes  were fired by compressed air, and 
each torpedo reportedly carried about  360 kg of explo- 
sives. There is no damage  or distortion to the torpedo 
guards, evidence that the submarine did not impact the 
bot tom bow first and may have landed flat on the keel 
when it struck the bottom. The torpedo guards are 
made  from steel flat bar material configured in a figure 
eight (8) design around the torpedoes.  These guards 
were designed to serve as rope cutters. The torpedoes 
themselves are not visible since the torpedo covers are 
in place. These covers do not appear  to be corroded 
into the tube. 

The midget  subs were equipped with cables that 
ran from the top of the conning tower fore and aft, 
which provided protection front fouling in lines and 
aided in getting under  submarine nets. With the radio 
an tennae  and per iscope retracted,  lines or cables 
would  conceivably be guided by the rope guards over  
the conning tower  and down  over  the stern. The after 
cable guard has disconnected at the conning tower and 
is lying on the upper  hull. It is still connected at the 
stern. The forward end of the cable is lying down  the 
port  side of the hull aft of the conning tower. The for- 
ward cable guard is attached at the bow but  appears  to 
have broken away and is not visible on the hull. The 
turnbuckle  assemblv that held the forward  cable 
through the tensioning pulley is still in place at the 
leading edge of the conning tower. 

The hull section aft of the conning tower shows no 
signs of distort ion or damage  from depth-charging or 
impact with the bottom. There is a sand bui ldup aft of 
the conning tower, but  the area forward of the stern 
planes is scoured clean under  the hull for about  4.5 m. 
The stern assembly is resting on solid bottom. There 
are more sponges (R~\~adrella sp.) growing under  the 
hull indicating that the sand has not built up under  the 
stern for some time. 

The stern assembly shows no signs of impact dam- 
age with the bottom. The lower port  section of the 
prop-guard band is missing and appears  to be lying on 
the bottom. The counter-rotat ing screws are undam-  
aged. The stern planes are in the up position. It appears  
as though the rudder  is slightly to starboard but a clos- 
er inspection is needed for confirmation. 

The midget  submarine is in amazingly good con- 
dition considering where  it has been resting for the last 
61 years. Debris have been d u m p e d  all around it 
including a 55 m ship that is just a few hundred  meters 
from the submarine. Other seafloor debris includes air- 
plane parts, a large diameter  bundle  of cable, lines and 
n u m e r o u s  d rop  tanks nearby. The wreck  of the 
Japanese midget  submarine needs to be protected if it 
is to survive intact and undamaged .  It would  be a 
t ragedy to have the midget  submarine dest royed bv a 
super tanker  dragging its anchor. 

Findings 
The Japanese midget  submarine was found in 300- 

400 In of water  several miles off the mouth  of Pearl 
Harbor. Since it is classed as a military gravesite and 
we are awaiting response from the Japanese govern- 
ment,  the exact location has not been disclosed. The 
submarine has no apparent  depth charge damage  but  
does have shell damage.  The starboard side of the con- 
ning tower shows a hole from the 10 cm (4-inch) shell 
fired by the side gun on the Ward as the ship steamed 
past. Apparently,  this shell did not explode on impact 
as the midget  sub conning tower is clearly still in place. 
While four depth  charges were d ropped  directlv on the 
midget  as the Ward passed by, the charges were set to 
go off at a depth  of 30 m and the submarine was at the 
surface. The pressure wave created by the four depth  
charges was sufficient to fully lift the 42,000 kg, 24 m 
midget  submarine out of the water, but  did no visible 
structural damage.  The midget  submarine likely sank 
from flooding through the 10 cm (4-inch) shell hole. It 
apparent ly  sank relatively quickly as it did not drift  far 
from the site where it was hit and sank in a horizontal 
orientation. 

Unanswered Questions 
A number  of questions still remain over  this sub- 

marine,  which was the first casual ty in tile war  
be tween the U.S. and Japan. Can and should it ever be 
raised, perhaps to join the USS Missouri forming the 
bookends  for the Pacific war, that is, the first shot and 
the final surrender? Why did the Naval command  at 
Pearl Harbor  apparent ly  ignore a confirmed enemy 
sinking right off its harbor  mouth?  Why did the 
Japanese put  so much faith in the five midget  sub- 
marines that they were allowed to lead the Pearl 
Harbor  attack? After all five of the attacking midget  
submarines were lost in their first engagement  and 
shown to be ineffective, why  did the Japanese hnperial  
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Navy continue to build hundreds of midget sub- 
marines, most of which were never used? 

Midget Submarine: Recovery or a Marine 
Protected Area? 

At this time it is unclear if the submarine will be 
raised or if its resting site will become a marine pro- 
tected area. It would be technically feasible, although 
difficult and expensive, to raise the submarine. Recent 
efforts have raised the sunken Russian submarine 
Kursk in arctic waters off northern Russia as well as the 
partial raising of the sunken Japanese fisheries training 
vessel Ehinze Maru off Hawaii (see related article, this 
issue). Both of these efforts were more complicated and 
involved larger vessels than the Japanese midget sub- 
marine. The Kursk salvage involved a nuclear reactor 
and live and damaged torpedoes. Complications 
involved in raising this Japanese midget submarine 
include the two torpedoes and the scuttling charge as 
well as the necessity of maintaining structural integrity 
on a possibly damaged hull. initial speculation on a sal- 
vage plan has focused on making the midget submarine 
close to neutrally buoyant either by pumping com- 
pressed air or foam into the hull through the shot hole. 
The midget submarine could then be gently nudged 
onto a 30 m long pallet and secured. The pallet would 
then be carefully lifted and towed to shallower, protect- 
ed waters where divers could arrange a lift to the surface 
under optimal conditions. 

However, the preferred U.S. policy for an intact 
well-preserved historic shipwreck like this would be to 
let it continue to be preserved and protected where it 
came to rest and to permit non-intrusive research as 
deemed appropriate. This is a precautionary approach 
to the management of our underwater cultural her- 
itage that is followed unless it is determined that the 
public interest would be better served through intru- 
sive research and recovery or salvage conducted in a 
scientific manner to preserve the site information that 
would be destroyed. 

The Location of the Submarine and 
Governmental Considerations 

This article does not identify the location of the 
submarine other than it is somewhere in the general 
area of Pearl Harbor. The precise location is not being 
disclosed at this time to protect the integrity of the sub- 
marine and insure its respectful treatment as a 
gravesite until a legal regime is in place to address 
resource protection and management issues. This sub- 
marine is significant in that it is direct evidence of the 
start of World War II in the Pacific. As such the subma- 
rine is a very significant historic resource that may be 
eligible for the National Register or perhaps National 
Landmark status. NOAA and other U.S. government 
agencies, such as the Department of Interior's National 
Park Service, would like to see the site preserved. The 

Japanese government was informed of the discovery in 
a meeting at the Department of State on September 19, 
2002, when they were given a copy of a videotape doc- 
umenting the August 28, 2002, finding of the subma- 
rine. At this time, the United States awaits a response 
from the Japanese government, and NOAA is working 
with the Department of Justice to decide ownership 
and stewardship issues. 

Future 
Long before any decision or plans can be formulat- 

ed on the submarine's future, the site will need to be 
thoroughly photographed and surveyed. If permitted, 
a non-destructive endoscopic technique, such as that 
used to explore the interior of the submerged wreck of 
the USS Arizona at Pearl Harbor, might be used to 
explore the interior of the Japanese midget submarine 
through the shell hole. As the shell hole is quite small, 
this may prove to be operationally impossible. Further 
research at the site will certainly clarify the subma- 
rine's condition and provide valuable information for 
future groups contemplating raising the midget sub- 
marine. In all cases, future exploration must proceed 
with the greatest respect and care for this submerged 
wreck, recognizing it as a war gravesite likely contain- 
ing the remains of the two Japanese crew. 
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